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Basic concepts
replace and split are 

99% of the game



66 years old

66 years old

66

replace “ years old”with… nothing!

convert to number



j soma, js4571@columbia.edu, @dangerscarf

j soma  js4571@columbia.edu  @dangerscarf

js4571@columbia.edu

split on “, “

take second piece



j soma, js4571@columbia.edu, @dangerscarf

j soma  js4571@columbia.edu  @dangerscarf

js4571@columbia.edu

js4571 columbia.edu

columbia.edu

split

take second

split on @

take second

js4571@columbia.edu

replace with nothing



just ask!then TEST IT



just ask!then TEST IT



Feel free to reach out at 555-555-5555

555-555-5555

take the final 12 letters



just ask!

then TEST IT



just ask!

then TEST IT



Regular expressions
regex is the other 

other 1%



66 years old

(66) years old

(.*) years old

hug what we want

(capture group)

match anything



I am 66 years old

I am (66) years old

I am (.*) years old

hug what we want

match anything



Contact me at 555-555-5555

Contact me at 555-555-5555 or 
js4571@columbia.edu

Contact me at (.*)

Contact me at (\d\d\d-\d\d\d-\d\d\d\d)

hug what we want

but maybe not!

just numbers



Contact me at 555-555-5555

(\d\d\d-\d\d\d-\d\d\d\d)

maybe we don’tneed an anchor?



Contact me at 5555555555

(\d\d\d-?\d\d\d-?\d\d\d\d)

maybe hyphensare optional?



Contact me at 555+555+5555

(\d\d\d.?\d\d\d.?\d\d\d\d)

any character is fine!(and also optional)



just ask!
then TEST IT



Fuzzy matching



Jonathan Soma

Jonathan P. Soma

Jon Soma

Soma, Jonathan

fuzzy matching Jonathan Soma

no code:
openrefine

tech: csvmatch



Addresses and maps



Plain address Latitude/Longitude

Geocoding

Reverse geocoding



drag and
 drop: g

eocod.io

python: geocoder

sheets: geocode 
by awesome table



Table formatting





transpose(swap rows/columns)





Transcribing audio





magic technology: OpenAI’s Whisper



macOS: MacWhisper

Windows: E
asyWhisper





Generating structured data
with the awful power of LLMs



FROM: Mulberry Peppertown 
(mulbs@example.com)

When I pick up the cans of 
beans they are all so light! At 
first I thought they were empty, 
but it turns out they are just 
futuristic beans that are not 
heavy like the old style beans I 
was used to. It is incredible.

Mulberry Peppertown

mulbs@example.com

beans

name

email

food item





Sheets: Claude for Sheets



Python: Instructor
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